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INTRODUCTION

�n	early	2006	the	�llinois	State	Geological	Survey	
(�SGS)	was	scheduled	to	receive	several	large	digital	
orthophotography	collections.	As	part	of	the	contract	re-
quirements,	the	individual	images	were	to	be	compressed	
and	made	available	to	the	public	via	the	�nternet.	�n	De-
cember	2005	and	January	2006,	research	was	conducted	
regarding	compression	formats,	compression	software,	
and	target	compression	ratios.	During	the	course	of	our	re-
search,	it	became	clear	that	the	technology	and	standards	
involved	with	the	compression	of	geospatial	imagery	were	
fast	changing.

�mage	compression	techniques	have	improved	in	the	
past	few	years.	�t	seemed	that	whichever	compression	
format	we	chose,	it	would	yield	visibly	better	results	than	
those available five or even two years ago. The visible 
results	of	image	compression	are	only	part	of	what	needs	
to	be	considered	when	making	decisions	regarding	the	
compression	of	geospatial	imagery.	Metadata	is	also	very	
important	to	geospatial	imagery.	�nformation	such	as	pixel	
size,	geographic	location,	and	the	coordinate	reference	
system	are	just	a	few	of	the	critical	pieces	of	metadata	
embedded in a compressed geospatial image file that GIS 
applications	need	to	properly	display	the	image.	A	meta-
data	standard	is	necessary	for	the	variety	of	compressed	
file formats to interact with the GIS applications appro-
priately.	Metadata	standards1	for	compressed	geospatial	
imagery, in some compression file formats, were not fully 
established	as	of	January	2006.

FORMATS

Two	popular	compression	formats	were	included	
in	the	research:	JPEG	2000	(non	proprietary),	and	
LizardTech’s	MrS�D.	A	third	compression	format,	Earth	
Resource	Mapper’s	ECW	format,	was	included	in	the	
initial	stage	of	our	research	but	was	excluded	due	primar-
ily	to	our	long	established	relationship	with	LizardTech.	
The	time	constraints	on	our	project	did	not	allow	time	for	
building	a	new	relationship	with	a	different	company.	

JPEG 2000 Format

�n	2004	&	2005	the	JPEG	2000	compression	format	
had	become	accepted	as	a	standard	by	the	�nternational	
Organization	for	Standardization	(�SO)	and	the	�nterna-
tional	Electro-technical	Commission	(�EC).	�t	became	
apparent	during	our	study	that	JPEG	2000	was	being	
developed	in	phases	and	that	it	was	not	fully	developed	
(Morris,	2005).	Several	aspects	of	JPEG	2000	had	been	
accepted	as	a	standard	by	the	�SO/�EC,	but	as	of	Janu-
ary,	2006	the	geospatial	aspects	of	the	JPEG	2000	format	
were	still	in	development	and	had	not	yet	been	approved	
as	a	standard.	Another	factor	to	consider	with	JPEG	2000	
is	that	in	2003,	according	to	Stuart	Nixon,	founder	and	
CEO	of	Earth	Resource	Mapping	(ER	Mapper),	there	
are	at	least	three	competing	ways	to	store	map	projection	
information within a JPEG 2000 file, and our software 
developers	use	different	methods	(Thurston,	2003).

MrSID Format

LizardTech	offers	several	compression	algorithms	
within	its	latest	upgrade	of	GeoExpress	6.0.	Three	that	the	
�SGS	considered	were	MrS�D	Generation	2	(MG2),	Mr-
S�D	Generation	3	(MG3),	and	JPEG	2000	(JP2).	MG3	has	
improved	compression	capabilities.	MG3	can	compress	

1By	June	2006,	the	metadata	standards	issue	involving	JPEG	2000	
had	been	resolved.	According	to	the	Open	Geospatial	Consortium	the	
“GML	in	JPEG	2000	�nter-operability	Experiment	(GMLJP2)”	initiative	
has	been	completed.	Currently	it	appears	that	all	of	the	phases	have	been	
fully	developed.	Time	constraints	have	prohibited	any	further	research	
into	these	latest	developments.	Further	research	will	be	needed	to	deter-
mine	what	that	means.
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in	lossless	format,	2:1	for	black	and	white	imagery	and	
up	to	6:1	in	color	imagery	(ratios	will	vary	from	image	to	
image).	The	lossy	compression	for	MG3	is	also	improved,	
generating	up	to	50%	better	compression	ratios	(depend-
ing	on	the	image)	than	MG2.	Unfortunately	not	all	G�S	
software	packages	have	caught	up	with	the	MrS�D	tech-
nology,	including	software	developed	by	Environmental	
Systems	Research	�nstitute	(ESR�).	Some	of	ESR�’s	G�S	
software	packages	are	still	not	fully	capable	of	using	the	
MG3	format	and	the	majority	of	the	G�S	user	community	
in	�llinois	uses	ESR�	technology.	For	this	comparison	only	
MG2	and	JP2	were	tested.

ECW Format

ER	Mapper’s	ECW	format	was	not	considered	for	
this comparison due to a number of factors. The first was 
due	to	time	constraints	on	our	project	which	did	not	al-
low	time	to	establish	a	new	relationship	with	a	different	
company.	Secondly	there	were	patent	litigation2	issues	at	
the	time	of	our	research.	Earth	Resource	Mapping	(ERM),	
the	parent	company	of	ER	Mapper,	was	in	litigation	with	
Galdos,	the	parent	company	of	LizardTech,	over	issues	
involving	patent	infringements	(Thurston,	2003).	Lizard-
Tech	started	the	litigation	and	claimed	their	patent	had	
been	infringed.	The	companies	have	been	in	litigation	
since	October	1999	and	although	it	appeared	it	would	be	
resolved	soon,	the	�SGS	could	not	wait	for	an	outcome.	
A	third	factor	included	several	documents	available	on	
the	�nternet	that	report	comparisons	between	ECW	and	
MrS�D	formats	(G�S	Services,	2005;	Warmath,	2004).	
Those	comparisons	did	not	promote	ECW	as	the	better	
format.	�n	contrast	to	those	comparisons,	we	did	get	some	
positive	feedback	about	ER	Mapper	and	the	ECW	format	
from	the	Digital	Mapping	Techniques	2005	forum	about	
image	compression.

SOFTWARE

Two	popular	software	packages	were	included	in	
our	research:	Leica’s	Erdas	�magine,	and	LizardTech’s	
GeoExpress.	A	third	software	package,	GeoJasPer,	was	
initially	included	in	the	research	but	was	excluded	early	
on	in	the	research	due	primarily	to	its	lack	of	technical	
support	services.

2As	of	January	31,	2006	the	litigation	between	Earth	Resource	Map-
ping	and	Galdos	was	settled	(http://www.ermapper.com/company/news_
view.aspx?PRESS_RELEASE_�D=398	).	Earth	Resource	Mapping	won	
its	claims	against	Galdos,	but	too	late	to	be	considered	by	the	�SGS.

Leica’s Erdas Imagine

Erdas	�magine	provides	free	image	compression	
within	its	software	application.	One	limitation	that	is	that	
it only provides compression for files up to 50 MB for the 
MrSID format files. The 2005 USGS NAPP-DOQ files 
exceed	170	MB	in	size	and	the	2005	USGS	Urban	Area	
files exceed 70 MB in size. The size of the files ruled it 
out	as	an	option	before	another,	not	so	obvious,	factor	
came	into	play,	which	concerned	the	fact	that	Erdas	used	
LizardTech’s	Software	Development	Kit	(SDK)	in	setting	
up	its	compression	capabilities.	The	developer	has	already	
made	some	encoding	decisions	for	the	user.	Erdas	only	
allows	the	user	to	change	some	of	the	multiple	encoding	
options	that	are	available	with	GeoExpress.

LizardTech’s GeoExpress

Prior	to	December	2005,	the	�SGS	had	used	Liz-
ardTech’s	MrS�D	Geospatial	Encoder	to	compress	all	
existing	�SGS	orthophotography	collections.	We	needed	
to	factor	in	the	cost	of	an	upgrade	if	we	were	going	to	use	
LizardTech’s	software	again.	The	�SGS	hadn’t	kept	pace	
with	LizardTech’s	software	upgrades.	This	was	primarily	
due to fiscal constraints and low usage of the software by 
staff	after	the	initial	purchase	to	compress	the	1998-2000	
NAPP	DOQ	collection.	The	upgrades	at	the	�SGS	had	
stopped	just	short	of	LizardTech’s	decision	to	use	“data	
cartridges” (a file that keeps track of the amount of imag-
ery	that	has	been	compressed)	as	its	new	way	to	charge	
customers	for	compression.	LizardTech’s	new	GeoEx-
press	6.0	would	be	able	to	compress	imagery	using	either	
MrS�D	or	JPEG	2000	formats	and	offered	an	unlimited	
“data	cartridge”	at	a	set	price.

GeoJasPer

Before	the	�SGS	started	the	actual	compression	tests	
of	the	two	formats	it	was	determined	that	the	project	team	
would	need	to	use	a	software	application	that	had	a	tech-
nical	support	system.	Then,	if	there	were	trouble	with	the	
software	itself	or	how	it	was	handling	compressions,	the	
�SGS	staff	could	use	the	support	service	to	troubleshoot	
and fix any problems. Through this decision it was de-
cided	that	the	�SGS	would	not	use	GeoJasPer	since	there	
was	no	technical	support	system.

COMPARISON CHART

A	comparison	chart	between	the	two	major	compres-
sion	formats	was	developed	in	an	effort	to	organize	the	

http://www.ermapper.com/company/news_view.aspx?PRESS_RELEASE_ID=398
http://www.ermapper.com/company/news_view.aspx?PRESS_RELEASE_ID=398
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facts	related	to	each	factor	in	the	decision-making	process	
(Figure	1).	This	chart	shows	the	factors	an	institution	or	
agency	should	consider	when	making	decisions	about	
which	compression	format	and	software	to	choose.	Some	
of	the	facts	within	the	chart	are	time	sensitive	and	may	no	
longer	be	relevant.

End User

Another	factor	in	our	decision-making	process	that	
was	not	added	to	the	chart	was	the	end	user.	The	�SGS	
had	already	“trained”	its	Clearinghouse	user	base	to	use	
MrS�D	compressed	imagery.	Using	GeoExpress	to	com-

MrSID and JPEG 2000 Comparison*
FACTOR MrSID (sid format) JPEG 2000 (GeoJP2 format)

Software
Choices

GeoExpress (LizardTech -- PC, LINUX, SOLARIS* options)
  * note - have experienced trouble with Solaris installation.
              Also, instruction manual for command line encoding
              could include better examples.
Erdas (LizardTech SDK - only useful on files under 50 MB)

GeoExpress (LizardTech)
Erdas Imagine (software extension created from LizardTech
     Software Development Kit (SDK))
GeoJasPer (created from LizardTech SDK)
ECW JPEG 2000 (ER Mapper)

Cost GeoExpress 6.0 - Unlimited version = >$3000
     or Data Cartridge Version = >$2000 per TB
Erdas - different pricing available to each institution or agency

Erdas - different pricing available to each institution or agency
GeoExpress - same as MrSID format costs
GeoJasPer - free

Geography
Markup
Language
(GML) standard

Follows the GML standard Has GML in some cases. Still working on standardizations. Current
     status of future standardization is not clear. Currently there are
     at least 3 competing ways to store map projection information. 

ISO Standard No - because it is proprietary Yes - but all phases not fully developed yet

ESRI Compatible MrSID Generation 2 - Yes - but need to define projection or
     provide an .AUX file
MrSID Generation 3 - Not in all cases 

Yes - but potential issues with geospatial info
  - depends on code writers choice of where to store geospatial
     metadata (couldn't find any problems during limited testing)

Compatibility
with other
GIS Software
Packages

MG2 - Majority of cases (with Plug-ins for a few)
MG3 - Not in all cases

http://www.gisservices.net/downloads/NYProgram.pdf
(As of May 2004)

ExpressView Browser Plug-in

Not in all cases
  - and even then it might have problems with geospatial info 

Web Browser
(Free Viewer)

Yes - the ExpressView and a few others
     (some viewers are better than others) 

Compatibility
with Adobe CS2 

Yes
  - by using MrSID Decode (free)
  - by using “Save as” in the ExpressView browser (be careful it
    only saves the image visible on the screen at the time but it
    will kick out a .TFW file if you save it to .TIFF format)

Yes
  - can place the image in Illustrator
  - can also use same “save as” method described in sid format
No - can not open in Photoshop 

Compatibility
with Other
Graphics
Software

Many third party plug-in's available
  - some are free
  - some are free for the "lite" version and then you pay extra for
     more bells and whistles

Generates
log file
(for metadata and
statistics puposes)

GeoExpress
     UNIX - Yes
     PC - Yes
Erdas - Yes

Erdas - No
GeoExpress - Yes
GeoJasPer - Software not tested; No on-line information provided
     about log file generation

Target  -vs-
Actual
Compression
Ratio

GeoExpress - can be much different 12:1 can result in 9.64:1
Erdas - same as GeoExpress 

Erdas - No log file to list actual compression ratio information
GeoExpress - stays more on target (from existing tests)
     12:1 is 11.94:1
GeoJasPer - Software not tested; No on-line information provided
     about generating actual compression ratio information

Batch processing UNIX - Yes
PC
    GUI - multiple file (not “true” batch processing)
    CMD - batch processing (similar to UNIX - not tested)

Erdas - possible according to help documents (not tested)
GeoExpress
    GUI - multiple file (not “true” batch processing)
    CMD - batch processing
GeoJasPer - possible according to on-line instructions (not tested)

Control over
encode
settings

UNIX - full (command driven)
PC - full (can save established profiles), "pre-tuned" but user
     can alter all settings

Erdas - not as many options as GeoExpress
GeoExpress - more control than Erdas, "not pre-tuned" like MrSID
     (can be good or bad thing), can’t control gamma or weight
GeoJasPer - only controls target compression - no other settings

Customizable
Metadata

UNIX - Yes
PC - Yes

Erdas - No
GeoExpress - Yes
GeoJasPer - No

Generates
world file

UNIX - Yes
PC - Yes

Erdas - No instructions available about generating a world file
GeoExpress - Yes
GeoJasPer - No instructions available about generating a world file

*All costs and statistics current as of January 2006

Yes
  - by using MrSID Decode (free)
  - by using “Save as” in the ExpressView browser (be careful it
    only saves the image visible on the screen at the time but it
    will kick out a .TFW file if you save it to .TIFF)

Figure 1.	Factors	considered	in	comparison	of	MrS�D	and	JPEG	2000	Compression	formats.
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press	the	images	into	either	MrS�D	or	JPEG	2000	format	
would	result	in	no	changes	to	user	instructions	and	or	
viewer	downloads.	Researching	how	well	other	software	
would	provide	a	compressed	image	that	would	be	able	to	
use	the	established	viewer	and	whether	the	compressed	
images	from	that	software	would	load	properly	into	
ArcSDE	was	beyond	the	time	frame	of	the	project.	These	
considerations	would	need	to	be	re-evaluated	under	differ-
ent	funding	sources	and	time	constraints.

CONCLUSION

�n	a	technically	challenging	process,	we	considered	
the	pros	and	cons	of	each	compression	format	and	each	
software	option.	We	chose	GeoExpress	and	the	MrS�D	
Generation	2	compression	format	for	compressing	the	
large	data	sets	that	would	begin	arriving	in	spring	2006.

The	�SGS	chose	8:1	for	the	target	compression	ratio	
for	the	2005	USGS	Chicago	Urban	Area	color	orthopho-
tography	collection.	Differences	between	the	original	and	
the	compressed	imagery	at	actual	size	are	not	detectable.	
Zooming	in	beyond	the	reasonable	usefulness	of	the	im-
age,	at	pixel	level,	the	user	can	see	a	few	changes.	Those	
changes	appear	to	be	slight	shifts	in	color	on	a	few	of	
the	pixel	groupings,	but	they	are	not	easily	detected.	The	
average size of the uncompressed file is 71.5 MB. To keep 
the	download	time	to	a	minimum,	an	8:1	target	compres-
sion ratio produced files under 10 MB in size. The aver-
age actual compression ratio for the 4527 files in this data 
set	was	8.3:1.

The	�SGS	chose	10:1	for	the	target	compression	ratio	
for	the	2005	USGS	NAPP-DOQQ	grayscale	orthopho-
tography	collection.	There	are	little-to-no	differences	
between	the	original	and	the	compressed	imagery	at	

actual	size.	�f	users	zoom	in	to	200%,	“compression	
artifacts”	(loss	of	edge	detail	and	slight	fuzziness)	are	
visible.	For	the	most	part	the	“compression	artifacts”	in	
the	compressed	images	do	not	affect	the	use	of	the	images	
for research. The average size of uncompressed file is 177 
MB	(State	Plane	version).	To	keep	the	download	time	
to	a	minimum,	a	10:1	target	compression	ratio	produced	
files around 20 MB in size. To date, we have compressed 
nearly one thousand of these State Plane version files. The 
average	actual	compression	ratio	for	the	~900	State	Plane	
version files that have been delivered is 9.6:1. 

Due	to	rapid	advances	in	standards	and	technology	the	
facts	are	frequently	changing	in	regards	to	image	compres-
sion.	Each	institution	or	agency	has	its	own	particular	fac-
tors	to	consider	when	dealing	with	image	compression.	The	
factors	listed	in	Figure	1	should	be	used	as	a	starting	point	
or	guide	but	the	facts	within	the	chart	must	be	re-examined	
before	deciding	which	formats	and	software	to	adopt.
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